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Compliance Bulletin (CB) Activities Year to Date

- In Review
  - CB026
- Released
  - CB007, CB020, CB023
- Retired and Possible Future Retirements
  - None

https://pjm.com/library/compliance/compliance-bulletins
• CB026 – Coordination with External Transmission Operators
  – PRC-001-1.1(ii) Removed
  – Updated standards to current version
  – Minor errata changes
• CB007 – NERC DADS Reporting Requirements for PJM and PJM Members, Rev. 5 (10/29/2021)
  – Added link for NERC DADS website
  – Removed LSE
  – Updated Contact Information

• CB023 – NERC Standard MOD-025-2, Rev. 2 (10/29/2021)
  – Minor errata changes
• CB020 – NERC Standards CIP-002 and CIP-014, Rev. 3 (11/16/2021)
  – Added documentation for CIP-002-5.1a Criterion 2.3 and Criterion 2.9
  – Throughout the document:
    • 138kV reference removed
    • Generation and IROL clarification
    • Added PJM M37 reference
    • Verified and updated hyperlinks
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